Home
Regular practice- key in
assessing children. Children
need to know number bonds
times tables, etc. Keep topics
going once completed in
every day practice time.
Arithmetic and
Mental Maths- to
be done
alternatively in twoweek cycle each
fortnight-Mental
Maths is great for
assessment of class
and Arithmetic to
practise and assess
basic number work.
Maths games
Introduced to the
school as part of
the Maths
curriculum because
it is a fun, inclusive
way to practise
ideas in Maths and
imbed key
knowledge. It helps
to break down
culture that it is ok
to be poor at
Maths.

Planning- 75% = number. This is the way to go –
teaching to be taught in big blocks. E.g. Addition
could be taught over 3 weeks, covering everything
you need to know in a logical order. For example,
you can’t teach column addition before doubles,
near doubles and single digit addition strategies.

Early morning work-basic
key skills practice-5/10
questions each day.
Rolling programme of
always adding new
concepts just experienced
is very successful.

Vocabulary is key to Maths. It is the language
we use to explain our ideas. Children need to
be given the time to explain their
understanding of language and ideas around
words; using them in the right context.

Oral counting aloud- a very important skill to
hear number but be mindful that sometimes
children need to see the numbers written
down- key tricky areas 12,13,14,15,16,17 etc.
sounding like 30,40 50 etc. Forwards,
backwards, starting from any number including
negative numbers and fractions.

Vocabulary focusacross all topicsthe language we
model and use
helps the children
understand and
communicate their
ideas.

The whole school approach to the
Maths curriculumA balanced approach
Maths games-to make Maths fun
and inclusive for all, to break
phobias about Maths, practise
basic skills-engage whole class as
one.
Whole class problem solving
Whole class thinking time (non
competitive chance to explore ideas).
Here is a problem?
How would you solve it?
Can you explain why?
Thinking time for children: creating
the opportunity.

Written formal Maths from
Collins book as a base (old
and new books)
Problem solving- word problems to solve as a class
or individually and not connected to current Maths
lessons. White Rose Maths, Classroom Secrets very good to use. How to solve a problem, the best
layout etc. all needs thought and discussion.
Bar modelling is a very important part of thiscreating a picture that a child can use to start to
work out a solution.

Open-ended investigations-to explore Maths
through investigations like-‘We can do it’ and
‘Talk it Ask it’-problems that may have more
than one solution or method of working out. A
time for allowing children a chance to explain
their thinking-how they got the answer. A
chance for group or paired work-less formal.
(Largely replaced by White Rose and CS)
We need a variety of open-ended questions
to keep children challenged in how they think
in Maths. It is a chance to stretch the more
able but also narrow the gap between the
heavily tutored and those who are not. It
provides an opportunity to use vocabulary,
try different methods, justifying a method
chosen and seeing maths as having more
than one answer.

Mathematical reasoning-posing questions that need
thinking about and allow children time to explore how they
have worked out an answer and listen to other children’s
methods- White Rose Maths, Classroom Secrets, ‘Thinking
for Ourselves’ and class discussion cards.
Giving children enough time to explain their
Mathematical thinking or methods. To really understand a
concept a child needs to be able to explain it clearly.
Base 10 for addition and subtraction is a key tool to aid
children in explaining their ideas in a logical, ordered and
understandable way.
The ‘we can do it’ and ‘Thinking for ourselves’ books are
useful resources. The ‘odd one out’ activities are particularly
important and should to be regularly included.

Home

Problem solving
Problem solving- word problems to solve as a class
or individually and not connected to current Maths
lessons. Reading the question carefully, working out
what the key information is, what method is
required, how to solve a problem, the best layout
etc. all needs thought and discussion. Use White
Rose Maths and Classroom Secrets as part of your
planning.
Whole class thinking time (non competitive chance
to explore ideas).
• Here is a problem?
• How would you solve it?
• Can you explain why you chose that method?
• Has anyone got a different way of solving it?
• Which method do you prefer and why?
• Thinking time for children: creating the
opportunity.

Bar modelling
Bar modelling is a very important part of thiscreating a picture that a child can use to start to
work out a solution.

Bar modelling needs to be taught in each year
group – creating a picture of a problem and
showing what you know and what to find out. It
is a key aid in supporting children to explain
their ideas.

Home

Regular practice
• Key to assessing what the children do and do not know
• Arithmetic tests – Working needs to be on squared paper in their
books or on paper
• Mental Maths is about practice, improving scores, showing best
methods, visuals and scaffolds for some are key – it’s not just a test.
The basis – core Maths needs regular practice each day.
• Early morning work – a few questions each day to work on as they
arrive in their books.
• Children need to know number bonds and times tables
• Also, the best way to keep new ideas fresh in children’s minds is when
a topic is completed, keep it going in everyday practice time.

Home

Planning

75% = number.

Maths starters need to be a mixture of:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Games
Reasoning
Basic practice
Building of knowledge/ drip approach. E.g. Target number 14.

This is the way to go – teaching to be taught in big blocks. E.g.
Addition could be taught over 3 weeks, covering everything
you need to know in a logical order. For example, you can’t
teach column addition before doubles, near doubles and
single digit addition strategies. Planning to incorporate a
mixture of sources: Collins, White Rose, Classroom Secrets,
etc.

Rethinking blocks:
E.g. Fraction of number and shape taught together
Teaching 1
2
Shape
number
together

Order of planning:
Place value
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Fractions, decimals and percentages

Home

Mathematical reasoning
Mathematical reasoning-posing questions that need thinking about
and allow children time to explore how they have worked out an
answer and listen to other children’s methods- White Rose Maths,
Classroom Secrets, ‘Thinking for Ourselves’ book and discussion cards
in each year group.
Giving children enough time to explain their Mathematical thinking
or methods. To really understand a concept a child needs to be able
to explain it clearly.
Base 10 for all four operations is a key tool to aid children in explaining
their ideas in a logical, ordered and understandable way.

Home

Vocabulary focus
Vocabulary focus:
- Vocabulary is key to Maths. The correct use of language helps us to explain
our ideas.
- The language we use as a model helps the children understand and
communicate their own ideas with greater clarity.
- We need to use a mixture of visual resources and modelling of the correct
use of vocabulary as we explain our ideas. We then need to give the
children opportunities to explore the ideas themselves and explain their
thinking.
Children need to be given the time to explain their understanding of
language and ideas around words; using them in the right context. (Some
answers do not need to be rushed.)

Home

Oral counting aloud
Oral counting aloud- a very important skill to hear number but be
mindful that sometimes children need to see the numbers written
down (helps them to see patterns)- key tricky areas 12,13,14,15,16,17
etc. sounding like 30,40 50 etc. Forwards, backwards, starting from any
number including negative numbers and fractions.

Home

Open-ended investigation
Open-ended investigations-to explore Maths through investigations
like-‘We can do it’ and ‘Talk Ask it’-problems that may have more than
one solution or method of working out. A time for allowing children a
chance to explain their thinking-how they got the answer. A chance for
group or paired work-less formal.

Home

Arithmetic and Mental Maths
Arithmetic and Mental
Maths- to be done
alternatively in two-week
cycle each fortnight.
Mental Maths is great for
assessment of class and
Arithmetic to practise and
assess basic number work.

Home

Early morning work
Early morning work-basic key skills practice-5/10 questions on number
bonds, addition and subtraction, multiplication and division, times
tables, fractions, area, shape etc.
A rolling programme of always adding new concepts just experienced is
very successful. For example if you have just finished a topic on
fractions and are moving on to a new topic drip in different fraction
questions into the early morning work.

Home

Maths games
Maths games to make Maths fun and
inclusive for all, to break phobias
about Maths, practise basic skillsengage whole class as one.
Introduced to the school as part of
the Maths Curriculum because it is a
fun, inclusive way to practise ideas in
Maths and imbed key knowledge. It
helps to break down a culture that it
is ok to be poor at Maths.

The Whole School Maths assembly on
Windsor Drive is a celebration of
mathematical success throughout the school
and a promotion of the subject in a positive
way with children (and adults) participating in
games.
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